S1. Strand sequences and reporter schematic
. Schematics of (a) the substrate complex, and (b) the network for fluorescence reporting the presence of displaced Signal strands. 
S2. Extinction coefficient calculation
The extinction coefficients at 260 nm for single-stranded DNA components were provided by integrated DNA technologies.The extinction coefficients at 260 nm for the reporter and the substrate were calculated by summing up the single and double-stranded regions, as following = + , where
, where !" and !" are respectively the number of AT pairs and GC pairs in the doublestranded regions. 
S3. Reaction kinetics models
We consider the following model for the catalytic system:
Equation (1) is the catalyzed reaction for the catalytic system in Fig. 1 . In this reaction is the fuel, is the catalyst, and is the substrate. In this reaction the fuel F, catalyst C, and substrate S combine to form waste product W and release catalyst C, output OB, and signal SB. The rate constant is denoted !"# .
Equation (2) is the leakage reaction for the catalytic system in Fig. 1 . In this reaction the fuel and the substrate combine to form the waste product and release output and signal . This reaction proceeds with the rate constant !"#$ .
Equation (3) is the reaction of signal SB and reporter R with a rate constant !"! = 8 × 10 ! M !! s !! , which is much faster than Equations (1) and (2). 3 As a consequence,
there is no reporter delay and we treat the fluorescence as a direct measure of the SB concentration.
Equations (1-3) do not include the reverse reactions, that is, the reverse reactions are considered to be negligible.
Leakage and catalyzed reactions have the following rate equation:
Mass balance equations are:
Equations (4) through (7) yield:
One obtains:
When → ∞ and
The fluorescence concentration is approximately equal to the signal strand concentration.
Rate constants of catalytic reaction can be obtained by fitting the fluorescence versus time data using the equation (11), as illustrated in Fig. 6b .
For leakage reaction
This is the equation to which the fluorescence data is fit in order to extract the leakage rate constant from the fluorescence versus time data of the leakage experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 6c . ' end of the fuel will further displace the x domain of the signal strand via 3-way branch migration (reaction II). This interaction might interfere with the 3 ' end of the fuel binding with the substrate and thus affect the leakage rate constants. 
S4 Transient binding of the substrate and fuel

S5 Minimum free energy structures of the fuel strands
S7. Analysis in the context of the Intuitive Energy Landscape (IEL) model
Recently, Srinivas et al. published a comprehensive analysis of branch migration and strand displacement and proposed an intuitive energy landscape (IEL) model to describe the experimental rates of strand displacement reactions. 4 In an effort to gain additional insight into leakage, we analyzed the leakage reaction pathways in the framework of the IEL by incorporating the effects of fuel sequence mismatch energy penalties. From the IEL model, we can predict the leakage pathways with the lowest thermodynamic energy barriers (Figs. S7a,b ), yet the most significant fuel modifications were those that affected the high-energy pathways (Fig. S6a) where the backbone base availabilities were highest.
In IEL model, five essential rates and energy parameters k bi , k uni , ΔG s , ΔG p , and ΔG bp were used to describe strand displacement reaction kinetics, which includes rates of hybridization, fraying, branch migration and branch migration initiation. These parameters were derived or fitted for the case of minimal secondary structures for the single-stranded components and stable duplexes. However, to accurately predict reaction rates, including leakage, base availability from the secondary structures of single strands and unstable duplexes, especially the blunt ends and nick locations, may be an essential part of the IEL model. Future work will include incorporating availability and mutual availability into the IEL model to gain a greater understanding, and thus greater control, of leakage reaction mechanisms. Figure S6 and S7 shows four possible leakage pathways analyzed in the context of the intuitive energy landscape (IEL) of Srinivas et al. 4 In Fig 4 |ΔG p1 | is the energy difference from no overhang to one overhang in the nick, |ΔG p2 | is the energy difference from no overhang to two overhangs in the nick, and |ΔG p3 | is the energy difference from one overhang to two overhangs in the nick. For comparison, point "Orig." shows the final state energy when the original fuel is used. 4 |ΔG p1 | is the energy difference from no overhang to one overhang in the nick, |ΔG p2 | is the energy difference from no overhang to two overhangs in the nick, and |ΔG p3 | is the energy difference from one overhang to two overhangs in the nick. For comparison, point "Orig." shows the final state energy when the original fuel is used.
S7.1 The intuitive energy landscape model for leakage pathways
The leakage rate constant can be expressed by ≈ and !" respectively, where R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature.
From the above leakage rate constant equation, the availabilities of the fuel and substrate bases can be incorporated into the IEL model. First, the fuel and substrate collide in the nucleation step, which can be described by the bimolecular rate constant !"" . When the fuel has secondary structures and substrate frays at blunt ends and nick sites, base availabilities of fuel and substrate backbone at nucleation sites must be included in the !"" to account for the probability of successful nucleation. Then branch migration proceeds after nucleation and this process is a unimolecular reaction, which can be described by !"# . In the branch migration process, the sawtooth amplitude (ΔG s ) may need to be adjusted to account for secondary structures of the fuel strand. Therefore base availabilities of the fuel could be quantitatively incorporated into local free energy maxima along the sawtooth or through a sequence-dependent base-pairing energy and/or k uni . By considering base availability of the fuel and substrate backbone, the leakage rate constant can be modified through IEL model to precisely predict reaction rates. The biophysics of nucleation and branch migration steps could be further understood by utility of availability concept in the future.
S8. Multiple location fuel modifications
Multiple location fuel modifications have a stronger leakage suppression than the single location modifications, as seen in Fig. S8 . The MFE structures for the fuel strands with sequence modifications at multiple locations are shown in Fig. S9 . For the multiple location modifications, the leakage rate dropped by 100-fold to an almost undetectable level by introducing mismatches at all the four vulnerable locations. As more mismatches are introduced, leakage reduction can be attributed to an increase in secondary structure of the fuel strand, consistent with the MFE structures seen in Fig. S9 , and a decrease in driving force. As the number of mismatches introduced to the fuel strand increases, the availability of the fuel strand decreases for this system. The changes in availability not only affect the nucleation sites but also appear in regions that can disrupt branch migration. For example, the point circled in yellow in Fig. S8b with a M of ~0.083 and ln(k leak ) of ~0, is discussed further below (Fig. S10) .
Multiple site fuel modifications also showed lower catalytic reaction rates, as expected from their decreased complementarity to the substrate backbone. As an attempt to recover the rate of the catalytic reaction, we increased the toehold length from 4 nt to 5 nt on Fuel modification G 1 G 2 T 24 A 25 formed a stronger hairpin structure compared with the original fuel (Fig S10a) yet yielded a high leakage rate given its low total mutual availability with the substrate backbone (circled in yellow in Fig. S8b ). The fuel base availabilities are shown in Fig S10b. However the base availabilities are higher in domain 4a, x and part of domain 3 for the modified fuel, which are corresponding to the double helix region between the signal and backone of the substrate. An alternative reaction pathway is proposed in Fig. S10c . Fuel (G 1 G 2 T 24 A 25 ) can initiate reaction with the substrate through the 3 ' end of the fuel, which displaces x domain of the signal due to substrate fraying and then completely displaces signal strand through branch migration. In addition, the toehold domain y * of the substrate is less likely to stick with y domain of the fuel since it is sequestered in an stable hairpin structure. The x domain of the fuel is also unlikely to further displace x domain of the signal due to a 4-way branch migration. Thus, the right-side of the substrate are more vulnerable for fuel invasion and high leakage rate.
This anaylsis offers a plausible explanation to the anomalously high leakage rate for a strand with an overall low availability. This also highlights the utility of the concept of base availability and minimum free energy (MFE) structures for analyzing leakage reaction pathways and yielding insight on the leakage reaction rate.
S9. Analysis of catalytic rates
The effect of mismatches on the catalyzed reaction can be explained via the reaction mechanism. The mismatch positions play a very important role in the catalyzed reaction. 
The reaction between the substrate and the catalyst and the signal reacting with the Base 25 is in domain 3, which is used by the fuel (F) to bind the intermediate 3 (I3).
Single mismatches at base 25 of the fuel strand slow down the overall catalytic reaction from one order of magnitude to over two orders of magnitude (Fig. 6 ). Mismatches at the toehold position are the most detrimental to the catalytic rate.
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S10. Rate constants and mutual availability
A complete summary of leakage and catalytic rate constants, performance ratios, and total mutual availabilities are provided in Table S4 for both single and multiple location fuel modifications. Figure S11 . (a) Leakage rate constants for each hairpin 2 modification plotted versus total mutual availability between hairpin 1 and hairpin 2. The leakage rate for the original hairpins is shown in black while the 1 nt, 2 nt, and 3 nt hairpin 2 modifications are shown in blue, red and dark yellow, respectively. (b) Natural log plot of the leakage rate constant versus the total mutual availability. The solid gray line is the fit for all modifications combined with an adjusted R-squared 0.82.
The total mutual availability M was calculated in NUPACK for Jiang et al.'s hairpin design CircA. 6 In Figure 3 and 4 of (6), the final intensity for 50 nM H1 is about 4300 relative fluorescence units (RFU) for the original hairpin system, and the original leakage 6 RFU/min is corresponding to 0.0697 nM/min. Thus the original leakage rate constant can be calculated as 0.0697 nM min -1 /(50 nM *50 nM) = 465 M -1 s -1 . The data of total mutual availability and natural log of leakage rate constants was fit with a linear line. The fit for the dataset has a slope of 4.29
with an adjusted R 2 of 0.82. In NUPACK, the concentration for each hairpin is set to 50 nM, temperature is 25 °C, dangle is set to all and salt concentrations are 0.145 M Na + and 0 M Mg 2+ .
